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“We wanted to create a football experience
that allowed players to truly feel the intensity
of the competition as realistically as possible,”
said Jan Stenerud, senior gameplay director.

“HyperMotion Technology provides an
incredibly realistic and immersive football

experience that makes you feel as if you are
really on the pitch with the action unfolding in

front of you.” Fans should expect to
experience high-octane action when they step
into the game, with completely reimagined AI
teammates, improvements to ball physics and

tackling, new animations and game modes,
including two new ways to play in the new
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Teammate system. “Teammate AI is the best
it’s ever been, and now it’s even more

responsive to your attacks as well as your
defensive play,” said Albert Stempak, senior

gameplay programmer. “Teammates will now
make smarter moves and be more aware of
your movements, especially when you’re in

possession. And when you’re not, they’ll
effectively defend the space you’ve left on the

pitch.” New Defending (D) Tactical Style In
addition to the more intelligent Teammate AI,
FIFA 22 will feature a brand-new Defending (D)

Tactical Style, a new collection of playable
tactics. “The Defending (D) Tactical Style has
been designed to provide players with more

options when they want to play a certain
way,” said Max Anstie, gameplay lead. “We’ve

also added a set of Player Tactic Ratings
(PTRs) to give each tactical style its own

personal ratings, so you can quickly navigate
to whichever one is best suited to your

playstyle.” New formations and new
formations on the ball FIFA 22’s tactical
offering will now feature three distinct

formations on the pitch – “DASH” with a
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catenaccio-style defensive tactical style, the
“TYPICAL” with a more boxy defensive
formation, and “PASSION” with a more

expansive attacking setup. “Players will now
have much more freedom when they play in

the new formation they’ve chosen,” said
Anstie. “For example, the PASSION formation
works best for a player who wants to try and

break through opponents in possession – while
the DASH formation is best for a
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Features Key:

Enjoy the most authentic and realistic football experience on Sony’s PlayStation system.
New artificial intelligence (AI) which thinks and acts like you, using face recognition, voice
recognition, context awareness and memories.
Discover great new ways to play through the addition of Player Impact Engine (PIE) and the
Injury System.
New Pro and Amateur animations thanks to the new HyperMotion technology.
New ball physics thanks to new polygonal roll. See how it behaves differently when
dispossessed by a defender and to how it reacts.
The return of “Control Precision Movements on the Ball,” the new wrinkle in AI tactics that
introduces the first-ever daily manager meetings.
New way to play, unprecedented choices, and the most intelligent transfer market in the
history of the series.
Fully licensed broadcast graphics, such as the England football league, complete with high
resolutions and improved lighting and textures.
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The official videogame of the FIFA franchise.
Did you know? Football Action and tactics are
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the cornerstone of the FIFA experience.
Features Gameplay Experience breathtaking
stadiums from around the world. Play with

intensity and speed, as well as fluid animation
and responsiveness that accurately reflect the
way you play the real game. The AI gameplay
engine replicates the intelligence of human
players. Throughout the duration of each

match, the sophisticated AI team reacts to
what it sees, reading the game situation and
exploiting key areas of the pitch to move the

ball and score goals. Enjoy the most authentic
gameplay experience with a host of

innovations built around your way of playing
football. Features Timing The entire game has
been rebuilt from the ground up to control the

speed and rhythm of the game.
Responsiveness has been massively improved,

and all actions performed by the players will
be more natural and accurate. You will now
perform the most effective type of tackle to

read the situation more easily, as well as
controlling the pace of your run-up and the

way you leave the ball. At the same time, new
rules, new tactics and new strategy are
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introduced, allowing you to influence the
outcome of a game by adjusting the tactics of
your team before its launch. For example, you
can now launch a delayed pass or a long back
pass, and you can stop the ball by ‘dropping’
the pass with one foot and using the other to

fix the ball. Experience the most authentic
gameplay experience with a host of

innovations built around your way of playing
football. Features F1 In-Car Feel the speed of

the game with an immersive first-person
perspective. Feel the speed of the game with
an immersive first-person perspective. Player
Analysis It is now easier and faster to perform
individual player actions using new dynamic
controls and the tools of the new Pro Player
Intelligence. During set-pieces and matches,

you will now see players making tactical
adjustments, observing the game situation

and loading tactics. Experience the new way
to control the pace of the game, with real-time
alteration and creation of passing sequences
based on your movement. The player controls

are also closely linked to the new real-time
Player Intelligence technology. You will be able
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to identify actions and behaviours of a player
in order to tailor your game plan to the

individual player in bc9d6d6daa
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Build the Ultimate Team of your dreams, then
take your squad to new heights and lead them
to the ultimate victory. Everything matters in
FIFA Ultimate Team. Unique player attributes,
kits, skills, and more drive your success.
Collaborate in the Community – With new
features like the Manager Chat, your FIFA
community is stronger than ever. Now you can
get the whole story from your manager and
discuss tactics, goals, and more with the help
of FIFA Head of Community Steve Negus.
UEFA Competitions – Enjoy all the spectacle of
UEFA Champions League and UEFA Europa
League from around the world. Experience the
unique and often unpredictable twists and
turns of the knockout phases all the way to
the UEFA Europa League final. Create your
own soccer story and team rivalries with all-
new Draft Champions, the UEFA Europa
League, and more. UNIQLO – The most
fashionable team jersey in the world – not bad
for a jersey, right? Now you can show off your
collection of club uniforms – authentic, replica,
vintage and customizable – in the UNIQLO edit
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suite. Paradise Island – The ultimate soccer
playground has been recreated with an all-
new World Cup structure. Build your paradise
from the ground up or take on the EU4 mode
and compete with your friends to see who will
become FIFA World Cup Champions. New ways
to play Now you can play the way you want to,
whether that’s quick, possession-based play or
counter-attacking. Complement the shots you
take and strike the right balance between
defense and attack so your team can try to
find an opening, pile on the pressure, or give
the ball away when the situation demands.
FIFA 22 gives you a deeper understanding of
your tactics by giving you more visual
information about your players, with your new
Stats screen and Tactical View, and a new
Tactical Analysis that gives you a greater
understanding of each situation as you play.
The New Tactical Analysis – Whether you’re a
manager, a broadcaster, or a footie player, the
Tactical Analysis view at the heart of FIFA 22
gives you an unparalleled understanding of all-
important match situations, breaking down
every tactic on the pitch into a simple graphic.
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Stats View – Players and tactics are at the
heart of FIFA, and now you can really see who
the standout players on your team are. Using
the Stats view, you can see the strengths and
weaknesses of each player, as well as helping
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What's new:

Intricate AI - Greater variation in reactions and
understanding of the game, allowing players to rethink
their playstyles and strategise differently than in their
predecessors.
New Career Mode Feature – Picks Selection Tool – players
now have complete control over the direction their career
takes, including selling and buying players on and off the
pitch. As your Pro’s profile improves, you can choose your
ultimate dream club and make an even better match day
experience to enjoy a great game again.
11 Player Fixtures – landmark moment for the sport,
featuring all current top player likenesses from all six of
the FIFA eAM leagues, including Ronaldo, Neymar, Cavani,
Hazard, Cahill, Khedira and fellow FIFA eAM League stars
like Kane, James, Pogba and Mbappe. Also featuring a
selection of all-time greats as part of the FUT Legends
category.
Direct Control in Skill Games – make sharper passes from
anywhere on the pitch with a simpler set of controls. For
example, tapping or dragging the left stick in the direction
you want to pass (up or down) creates controlled, rhythmic
passes. Now try it in even more ways.
Better Ball Physics – Lead the line again but this time your
pass no longer tails off from you, travels too far or drops
off-target. Now when aiming for a teammate’s pocket the
ball slows down, clearly indicating where you are intending
to pass.
1-on-1 Quick Play – share player types, formations, kits
and stadium styles directly with EA SPORTS ID in FIFA
Ultimate Team in 1-on-1 Quick Play matches. This allows
you to play against your friends anywhere, anytime and in
any way they want.
Let the Real Deal – Player Photos – Now you don’t need to
shoot every player in a game. With easy-to-use controls
and the most accurate player face detection ever in FIFA,
it is now possible to let the EA SPORTS ID pick a player
photo to add to your playersheet.
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Improved Player Instincts – FUT 16 players make smarter,
more instinctive decisions. They now react in action
moments out of context like they do in real life, such as
stepping out of foul when they hear the whistle. They
execute smoother formations and flow and make smarter
choices in goal mouth situations.
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FIFA is one of the biggest sports franchises in
the world. If you are a sports fan, it is the
game you can’t miss out on. FIFA is one of the
biggest sports franchises in the world. If you
are a sports fan, it is the game you can’t miss
out on. Clash of the Nations, the largest
tournament in the game’s history, returns with
bigger and better looking stadiums, more
intriguing storylines and more ways to play.
Clash of the Nations, the largest tournament in
the game’s history, returns with bigger and
better looking stadiums, more intriguing
storylines and more ways to play. POWERED
BY FOOTBALL™ FIFA 22 raises the bar for the
series with new ways to play, deeper technical
improvements and other key gameplay
innovations. FIFA 22 raises the bar for the
series with new ways to play, deeper technical
improvements and other key gameplay
innovations. GENERAL UPDATES FIFA 22
introduces revolutionary gameplay
enhancements, the most immersive
multiplayer FIFA experience ever, and other
enhancements and refinements to make the
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game feel even more realistic. FIFA 22
introduces revolutionary gameplay
enhancements, the most immersive
multiplayer FIFA experience ever, and other
enhancements and refinements to make the
game feel even more realistic. New play
styles, C.V. Pitch mode and new ways to play
in Story Mode, Champions League and FIFA
Ultimate Team are just some of the new ways
you can enjoy the game. New play styles, C.V.
Pitch mode and new ways to play in Story
Mode, Champions League and FIFA Ultimate
Team are just some of the new ways you can
enjoy the game. The FIFA license portfolio
offers more opportunities to play for an even
bigger audience. Enjoy a broader range of
leagues and worldwide teams, from the
national teams of the world, to club teams
that cater for the passionate fan. The FIFA
license portfolio offers more opportunities to
play for an even bigger audience. Enjoy a
broader range of leagues and worldwide
teams, from the national teams of the world,
to club teams that cater for the passionate
fan. FUT Champions returns for a brand-new
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season and has been expanded with new ways
to play. Also, Ultimate Team can now be
completely redeemed on a single platform.
FUT Champions returns for a brand-new
season and has been expanded with new ways
to play. Also, Ultimate Team can now
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System Requirements:

OS: Windows 7 (32 or 64 bit) Windows 7 (32 or
64 bit) Processor: Intel Core 2 Duo E8400 Intel
Core 2 Duo E8400 Memory: 2GB 2GB
Graphics: Nvidia Geforce GTX 260 Nvidia
Geforce GTX 260 Hard Drive: 1GB 1080p will
be supported on all features except the "Lite"
version. 1080p will be supported on all
features except the "Lite" version. Internet:
Broadband connection (Broadband
recommended) Broad
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